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Company introduction UNIS COMPUTERS, a.s.

UNIS COMPUTERS is a renowned IT company with more than 20 years of experience, a wide range of services, 
and a team of over 70 top professionals. UNIS COMPUTERS is one of the leading IT companies in the Czech 
Republic. Our competences start with the design and implementation of ICT infrastructure, through the 
creation of state-of-the-art IT units as data centres, to the provision of data security. The strength of UNIS 
COMPUTERS rests in its wide range of services, long-term client care, and premium after-sales care. Our cli-
ents are mid-size and large businesses operating in a wide variety of fields, including universities, hospitals, 
and other public sector institutions. We are a strong, long-term, and dependable partner who will take care  
of highly efficient IT solutions for all.

The latest technologies and unique know-how

As a partner of major HW and SW vendors, we will always provide you with state-of-the-art technologies and fa-
cilities with the maximum technical support. Our core services include ICT infrastructure solutions, designs, 
deliveries, and installations of servers, data storage, active network elements, and network operating 
systems, including services. An important part of UNIS COMPUTERS rests in the development and implemen-
tation of its own PRYTANIS information system and KYBOS management system.

We are trusted by hundreds of companies

Clients appreciate our professionalism and flexibility and the high quality of supplied solutions. We meet 
deadlines, honour our promises, and accommodate the individual needs of the particular client. That is why 
UNIS COMPUTERS has the trust of more than 3,000 clients across the Czech Republic, some of whom have been 
using our services for over 20 years.
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As an audit output, you will receive:
        A list of points that currently do not meet legal regulations

        A solution proposal to eliminate technical and procedural discrepancies, including the draft of missing processes

        Implementation of technical and organisational measures

Cyber security solutions and GDPR

UNIS COMPUTERS offers a comprehensive cyber security audit in accordance with all Czech and EU legal stand-
ards.

The cyber security audit includes the following areas:

Verification of established organisational measures, in particular: 
       Implementation of the information security management system
-      Risk management, determination of security policies pursuant to Article 5 of the Cyber Security Regulation
-      Implementation of a security organisation, setting up a Cyber Security Management Committee
-      Specification of security requirements for contractors
       Management of assets consisting of their identification, specification of guarantors, and evaluation of the    
       importance of assets and their protection
       Security of human resources within the employee’s life cycle and development of their security awareness
      Management of operation and communications – ensuring the safe operation of KII and VIS information 
      systems, including documentation
      Management of access to the information system, password rules, and safe user behaviour
      Management of specific cyber security events and incidents

Verification of established technical measures, in particular: 
      Rules and devices for physical security, utilisation of tools for the security of industrial and control systems
        Implementation of tools for: protecting the integrity of the communications network, verifying user identity, 
        managing access rights, protecting against malicious code, recording activities of KII, VIS, their users, 
        and administrators, detection, collection and, evaluation of cyber events

Security documentation evaluation 

Processing a report from the cyber security audit, defining individual findings and help in defining their solutions.

We offer you a comprehensive audit of GDPR readiness, including:

1. An analysis of the current status of personal data protection within the organisation to identify 
the underlying facts, in particular:

The nature of the organisation to determine 
whether the obligation to designate a personal 
data protection officer will apply to it
The existing information security management sys-
tem with an emphasis on the protection of personal 
data, agendas, activities, and processes in which 
personal data is processed in the organisation
The purpose of processing personal data in indi-
vidual agendas and activities, including their legal 
titles (legality of processing)
The method of fulfilling the information obligation 
when collecting personal data

The traceability and content of consents to the 
processing of personal data for those processing 
purposes that are subject to the consent of the 
data subjects
The method of processing personal data across 
agendas throughout their entire life cycle to 
determine whether or not to carry out a personal 
data protection impact assessment
The parties involved in the personal data processing
The level of technical and organisational meas-
ures taken to ensure the personal data protection
Documentation base and its recency
Control activities
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OVERVIEW OF PRODUCTS

Passive elements 
Structured metallic and optical cabling systems

Servers

Storage

Tape libraries, tape drives, NAS, 
and data backup SW

Only proven and high-quality brands assure your IT security. We offer a complete range of active 
features, such as switches, routers, firewalls, controllers, or wireless access points. We supply prov-
en and high-quality brands, including Cisco, HPE, Juniper, Fortinet, and others. UNIS COMPUTERS 
will give you guaranteed, high-quality and intelligent solutions.

UNIS COMPUTERS selects only top-quality products from proven brands on the market. You can 
choose storage with an excellent performance/price ratio, as well as state-of-the-art and top-quality 
products. In our assortment, you can find brands including: DELL EMC, HPE, Lenovo and Infortrend.

UNIS COMPUTERS offers a comprehensive range of high quality passive components, such as: me-
tallic cables, fibre optic cables, connectors, switchboards, couplings, sockets, and more. We supply 
proven and high-quality brands, such as: Panduit, Belden, RIT, AMP, and others.

We provide a comprehensive assortment. At UNIS COMPUTERS, therefore, you can find HW from 
HPE, DELL, EMC, Quantum, and Synology, as well as backup software by Arcserve, Veeam, and HPE.

UNIS COMPUTERS offers a comprehensive range of servers with direct support from selected man-
ufacturers. Clients who want to get the maximum can take advantage of our services and have the 
server configuration designed on demand. We offer proven and high-quality brands, such as: DELL 
EMC, HPE, Lenovo, Cisco, Supermicro, and more.

Active elements 
Switches, routers, firewalls, controllers, wireless access points
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Do you have a reliable solution for a power outage? In our offer, you will find the Eaton, APC, and 
Emerson backup power sources, as well as high-quality diesel generators. It is good to be ready for 
even unexpected events. Thanks to UNIS COMPUTERS, you will be.

Server and database systems are an integral part of the IT infrastructure. That is why we pay ex-
traordinary attention to them. You can choose the following server OS: Novell Open Enterprise 
Server, SuSe Linux Enterprise Server, CentOS or MS Windows Server. Database examples include: 
MS SQL, MySQL, PostgreSQL, Ingres.

Are you looking for savings in purchasing and operating costs? Virtualisation is one of the options. 
We use virtualisation solutions by VMware (vSphere, Horizon) and Microsoft (Hyper-V). We will offer 
you a solution that exactly matches your current needs.

Thanks to the integrated product portfolio of camera systems, we will always offer you the optimum 
choice exactly matching your requirements and expected utilisation. We bring you high-quality cam-
era systems, such as Axis and Milestone.

Good communication within companies and institutions is the basis for success. IP telephones and 
exchanges of brands such as Cisco and Asterisk, among others, provide high-quality corporate com-
munication solutions to increase the efficiency of companies, institutions, and offices.

Backup power supply source (UPS)

Server operations 
and database systems

Server and desktop virtualisation

Camera systems

IP phones and exchanges
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In our wide assortment of computers, laptops, and peripherals, we find a suitable product for eve-
ryone. We build on solid brands including DELL EMC, HPE, Lenovo, and after-sales support. We can 
also create and implement tailor-made solutions to suit your specific needs, such as a PC built from 
proven components.

TomoCon PACS is a modern system for managing, displaying, archiving, and transferring images 
from digital imaging systems for CT, MR, PET, angiography, skiagraphy, and more in the healthcare 
field. The system allows instant access to images from anywhere (including abroad), as well as the 
electronic transmission of images between any hospitals or medical facilities. UNIS COMPUTERS is 
the direct contractor of TatraMed Software s.r.o., Bratislava, who is the manufacturer of the Tomo-
Con PACS software.

Whether you are dealing with business partners from Slovakia or from the other side of the world, 
we have a solution. UNIS COMPUTERS implements professional HW video communication solutions 
in high definition. No matter where you are. With us, it would feel like talking in a single room.

PRYTANIS is a comprehensive ERP information system, developed especially for transport, forward-
ing, logistics, and service companies. The Czech development team of UNIS COMPUTERS has been 
developing and improving IS PRYTANIS for almost 25 years, in line with the current Czech and Slovak 
legislation, focusing mainly on the transport, forwarding, logistics, and service fields.

The primary credo of the PRYTANIS information is to provide high-quality, fast, and accurate infor-
mation for the company’s decision-making and management process. The system not only reflects 
the necessary legislative requirements, but also modern trends in the information technology field.

For more information, visit www.prytanis.cz

Computers, laptops, and peripherals

TomoCon PACS

Video conferencing

PRYTANIS information system
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In 2009, UNIS COMPUTERS launched the KYBOS management system on the market. The purpose 
of this software rests in enabling the easy and transparent processing of company data. KYBOS 
generates comprehensive and complete information from all company data sources at the same 
time. All its users appreciate its simplicity and intuition. Every day, it helps managers at all levels to 
make important decisions. Today, hundreds of satisfied users and dozens of satisfied companies 
use KYBOS.

It’s the best way to get all required company data in an easy way, in the right time, and at one place. 
In a lot of companies, this data is extracted from different locations and sources. It is often not easy 
to see the data clearly and then evaluate or compare it, and that can cost a company a considerable 
amount of money.

In addition, the preparation of data for reports, which are the basis for correct decisions, is repeat-
ed in regular intervals and, therefore, costs and time demands are constantly growing. Along with 
manual data updates, such a way of working is really expensive and not effective. Furthermore, a 
manual compilation could be negatively affected by human error rate.

That’s why we developed the KYBOS management system, a simple and intuitive tool for effective 
company management. Necessary and current information from all corporate sources is available 
here, with a single mouse click. The system outputs eliminate the human error rate. In developing 
KYBOS, UNIS COMPUTERS utilised many years of experience in the ERP systems development area.

For more information, visit www.kybos.cz

KYBOS management system
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Various perspectives on IT security

IT SECURITY
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Active networking hardware, firewalls, 
servers, wireless networks, video-
conferencing

Premier Certified Partner

Servers, storage, PC, laptops Solution Provider - GOLD

Servers, storage, active networking 
hardware, computers and peripherals

Silver Partner
Server Specialist / Storage
Specialist / Network Specialist

Active networking hardware, security 
solutions

Registered Partner

Firewalls, security solutions Silver Certified Partner

Virtualisation of PCs and servers VMware Solution Provider 
Enterprise Partner

Operating systems, application SW Microsoft Certified Partner

Back-up power supply systems (UPS) Reseller

Back-up power supply systems (UPS) Reseller

Operating systems, application SW, 
user identity management

Business Partner

Overview of partners
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Operating systems, servers, 
storage

Oracle partner - Gold level

Servers, PC components Intel Technology Provider - Gold

Cabling systems Registered Installation Company

Disk arrays, servers, Tivoli 
software

IBM Partner

Active networking hardware Premier Partner

TomoCon PACS, TomoCon contractual business and service
partner for TomoCon

Readers Reseller

Wireless connectors Partner

Cabling systems a) Certified Cabling Installer
b) PatchView Consultant

Software solutions Business Partner

Belden & Panduit 
Solution

TatraMed
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Our references

CLIENT SERVICES PRODUCTS

St Anne’s Univer-
sity Hospital Brno

Full service support: design, installation and configura-
tion of servers, disk arrays, active networking hardware

Servers, disk arrays, active network-
ing hardware, peripherals, Wi-Fi 
solutions, localisation, virtualisation 
of servers

University Hospital 
Brno

Service and maintenance of the network infrastructure, 
networking hardware, servicing

Active networking hardware, Wi-Fi

Kentico 
software

Service and maintenance of the network infrastructure, 
networking hardware, servicing

PCs, laptops, SW products, firewall, 
Wi-Fi, active networking hardware, 
cabling system

Lion 
Communications

Installation and configuration of disk arrays, 
virtualisation

Servers, disk arrays, PCs, peripher-
als, Wi-Fi 

Masaryk Memorial 
Cancer Institute

Full service support: design, installation and configuration 
of Wi-Fi solutions, active elements, central PC manage-
ment, Linux OS, localisation of patients, PACS solution, 
central management of the network infrastructure

Servers and disk arrays, Wi-Fi, localisa-
tion of patients, networking hardware, 
PCs, peripheral, server OS, application 
SW

Masaryk University Service of the network infrastructure, extended warranty 
on HW and on SW support

Servers, disk arrays, back-up sys-
tems, active networking hardware, 
PCs, peripheral devices, Wi-Fi

Statutory City of 
Brno

Full service support Flowmon probe, Wi-Fi, active 
networking hardware, servers, disk 
arrays, application SW, server OS

RWE Group Busi-
ness Services CZ, 
s.r.o.

Full service support: design, installation and configura-
tion of servers, disk arrays, active networking hardware

Servers, disk arrays, SAN active ele-
ments, active networking hardware, 
virtualisation of servers, cabling 
system

VETROPACK 
MORAVIA GLASS

Full service support: design, installation and configura-
tion of servers, disk arrays, active networking hardware, 
IP telephony, cabling system, UPS

Servers, disk arrays, active network-
ing hardware, PCs, Wi-Fi, cabling 
system, UPS, IP telephony

VETROPACK 
Nemšová

Full service support: design, installation of active net-
working hardware, IP telephony, the cabling system

Active networking hardware, cabling 
system, IP telephony



CLIENT SERVICES PRODUCTS

Mendel University 
in Brno

System support, extended warranty on HW 
and on SW support

Servers, disk arrays, back-up systems, active 
networking hardware, PCs, peripherals, 
Wi-Fi, server OS

Brno University of 
Technology

Full service support Active networking hardware, application SW, 
server OS

Česká pošta, s.p. 
(Czech Postal Ser-
vice, state enter-
prise, ICT services 
spin-off)

Installation and configuration of active net-
working hardware

Switch, router, firewall, VPN concentrator

Česká televize 
(Czech Television)

Professional IT consultancy Active elements

CESNET, z.s.p.o. (in-
terest group of legal 
persons)

Professional IT consultancy Active networking hardware, Flowmon probe, 
Wi-Fi, disk arrays, servers

CIDEM Hranice Design, installation and configuration of 
firewall

Active networking hardware, PCs, servers, NAS 
storage, notebooks, cabling system, peripher-
als, Wi-Fi, firewall, application SW, server OS

Nemocnice Vyškov,
(Vyškov Hospital, 
public-benefit 
corporation)

Design, installation and configuration of the 
PACS solution, Wi-Fi, Flowmon probe

Application SW, active networking hardware, 
servers, PACS server, PACS diagnostic sta-
tions, NAS data storage, Flowmon probe

SSI Schäfer Full service support: design, installation and 
configuration of Wi-Fi, active elements, central 
management of active elements and Wi-Fi, 
firewalls, camera system, cabling system

Active networking hardware, bar code 
readers, PCs, servers, cameras, laptops, ca-
bling system, Wi-Fi, SW for centrally managing 
active elements and Wi-Fi

T-CZ Professional IT consultancy Servers, active networking hardware, PCs

Uherskohradišťská 
nemocnice, a.s.
(Uherské Hradiště 
Hospital, limited 
liability company)

TCW – PACS service support Readers of bar codes, peripheral de-
vices, notebooks, ThinClient, servers, active 
networking hardware, NAS data storage, 
Flowmon probe, application SW, diagnostics 
monitors

CENTRAL MILITARY 
HOSPITAL – Military 
University Hospital 
PRAGUE

Full service support Disk arrays, servers, back-up devices, active 
networking hardware, bar code printers, 
tablets, TomoCon PACS, consumables, 
application SW

VOP CZ Full service support: design, installation and 
configuration of active networking hardware, 
Wi-Fi, cabling system

Active networking hardware, PCs, servers, NAS 
storage, laptops, cabling system, peripherals, 
Wi-Fi
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References

In what way do you cooperate with UNIS COMPUTERS?

Our cooperation with UNIS COMPUTERS is based on their successful bids for various projects we 
put out to tender. One of the key projects was the Wi-Fi network project. The aim was to provide 
coverage for the Masaryk and Švejda pavilions using wireless Wi-Fi technology. UNIS COMPUTERS 
designed and implemented a modern Wi-Fi network, which combined with specially customised 
tablets and laptops enabled doctors and nurses to have mobile and uninterrupted access to health-
care documentation, which is then virtually transferred to the patient’s bedside. Patients also gained 
Internet access using their own private mobile devices. Today, this service is used by more than 
2,000 patients a year.

Which product brands do you prefer to use for networking?

One of the preferred brands at the Masaryk Memorial Cancer Institute is the Cisco family of prod-
ucts. In terms of networking, it is especially important for us that the individual units we operate 
on our computer network are mutually compatible and Cisco Systems offers us a comprehensive 
solution for our network infrastructure and communication. With Cisco products, we appreciate the 
high performance, reliability and full configurability of their components and systems.

We were one of the first to start using the Internet of Things – localisation via a Wi-Fi network. This 
involves monitoring and localising patients and devices. The localisation of patients increases safety 
and can track their movement within the hospital.

Patients have a localising bracelet on their arms and by pressing a large button they can call for help 
at any time. A nurse checks the central console and immediately sees in which room or where ex-
actly in the hospital premises the patient is. The localisation of devices is mainly used to monitor the 
movement of critical devices and to prevent theft and unauthorised use. In part thanks to mutual 
cooperation with UNIS COMPUTERS, the Wi-Fi network project gained the Cisco Systems’ prestigious 
international award European Project of the Year, in the category of “Innovative approach to the use 
of wireless technology”.

What do you value in terms of cooperation with UNIS COMPUTERS?

With UNIS COMPUTERS we appreciate most their flexibility, expertise, sound advice and customer 
communication. We are very satisfied with the services of UNIS COMPUTERS.

Interview with Ing. Eva Konečná 
Head of the Department of Informatics

MASARYK
MEMORIAL CANCER 
INSTITUTE
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Why did you decide to start cooperating with UNIS COMPUTERS?

I started at the company SSI Schäfer Hranice in 2015. Unis was presented to me as the existing sup-
plier of terminal equipment for users and, at the same time, it looked after all activities in relation to 
the building and operation of data networks. Given our full satisfaction with how our requirements 
have been met – both before my arrival and during my time here – we have, needless to say, main-
tained our well-functioning cooperation. 

In which areas do you cooperate?

UNIS COMPUTERS supplies terminal equipment for users, constructs and maintains all data net-
works at SSI Schäfer Hranice and is a supplier of Cisco solutions. At the same time, it is involved in 
the maintenance of Cisco devices and technology in the form of support and consultation.

Would you say that the cooperation has brought stability and reliability to your company’s IT?

In a manufacturing environment, the demand for IT services is characterised by a high degree of 
flexibility. The ability to react flexibly – not only in terms of supplying devices, but also, simultane-
ously, the ability to co-participate in finding the most suitable solution for our needs – is a factor that 
significantly influences the quality of work of the entire IT department.

Why did you decide to enter into a service agreement with UNIS COMPUTERS?

The aim of the service agreement is, of course, to ensure the quality of IT services where we are not 
able to guarantee it ourselves. The specialist know-how provided by UNIS COMPUTERS is difficult to 
replicate by our own IT specialists, who have a broader range of responsibilities.

What do you value in terms of cooperation with UNIS COMPUTERS?

For us, UNIS COMPUTERS functions as a supplier of IT services and solutions, and not merely as 
a hardware vendor. As a matter of fact, given the proactive form of cooperation it partakes in our 
success or failure, so that whatever the end result of the relevant IT solution – it does not waive its 
joint responsibility.

Interview with Ing. František Pražák 
IT Manager 
SSI Schäfer s.r.o.

SSI Schäfer s.r.o.
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Introducing the PRYTANIS information system

PRYTANIS is a complex ERP information system developed especially for transport, haulier, logistic and ser-
vice companies. The Czech development team of UNIS COMPUTERS, a.s. has been developing and improving IS 
PRYTANIS for nearly 25 years, maintaining compliance with the currently valid Czech and Slovak legislation with 
special with a focus on transport, conveyance, logistics and service. 

The basic creed of the PRYTANIS information system is the provision of quality, quick and accurate information for 
company decision-making and management. The system reflects not only compulsory legislative requirements but 
also modern trends in information technologies.

A good manager should know the answers to the following questions:

If your answers are “yes”, then you certainly have a very good information system which you are satisfied with. 
If your answers include “no”, or you answer “I do not know”, then we are prepared to provide you our PRYTANIS 
system and with it solutions that will answer all your questions in the positive. IS PRYTANIS will provide you 
not only with current information for your company management, but also with a fundamental information 
and decision-making platform for the further development of your company.

IS PRYTANIS is currently used across the Czech Republic and Slovakia (in the Slovak language version) by thou-
sands of satisfied users who appreciate the openness, flexibility and simple and transparent user inter-
face of the system. Modular architecture allowing for tailoring the system to specific needs of the organisa-
tion by selecting the appropriate modules while keeping certain minimum given configurations goes without 
saying. IS PRYTANIS allows for connection to large accounting systems such as SAP, Dynamics NAV and others, 
thus permitting full use of high-standard solutions of transport, conveyance and logistics in large companies.

IS PRYTANIS meets all the requirements for modern information systems and forms a firm basis for the man-
agement and growth of successful companies.

Do you know the exact costs of your fleet operation?

Are you able to analyse the current economic standing of your company?

Do you have accurate information about your business partners?

Do you resolve your clients’ requirements quickly and flexibly?

Do you have a good picture of your goods in stock?

Do you know how much and into what you invest?

Are you ready for electronic trading?

Do you operate a system which does not hinder your growth?

LOGISTICS

ADMINI-
STRATOR

KYBOS 
REPORTINGECONOMICS

FREIGHT 
TRANSPORT

PASSENGER 
TRANSPORT

ORDERS

COMMERCE

HUMAN 
RESOURCES 
AND WAGES
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Why IS PRYTANIS?

The system incorporates the know-how of more than 70 transport companies

The system specialises in transport, conveyance, logistics and service

The system modular structure allows for selection of the appropriate combination of modules

Coverage of the “complex” management of transport companies by a single SW supplier

Reduction of direct costs of transport and logistics

Improvement in operative management (on-line information, quick decision-making...)

Mutual communication of all modules

Two-way links between modules and applications, prevention of multiple entries of the same data, while saving human labour

Unified data base, all running over a single database

Setting (of parameters) of the IS on the basis of customer requirements, including the development of new tailor-made applications

Czech and Slovak IS audit

ISO 9001 certification

Regular seminars and customer training

Regular customer meetings

Outputs to Microsoft Office applications

System openness, possible connections to specialised third-party solutions:       

          Specialised SW, internet applications

          Satellite and surveillance systems

          Attendance systems

Sophisticated IS support:

          HOT-LINE

          Register of errors and requirements

          Remote support via encoded connection (troubleshooting, upgrade installation)
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Notes
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